Hand-stopping was used less frequently with the trumpet than with the horn. Nevertheless, a few tutors in the 19th century show the use of stopped notes for both natural trumpet and natural cornet—and also for valve trumpet and valve cornet, an application of this practice that is not well known. Stopping was also applied to the so-called Posttrompete in Germany.

This article lists for the first time all 19th-century French and German method books for trumpet and cornet using stopped notes that could be verified; it further offers a short description of each and identifies locations of surviving copies. “Location” refers to public libraries or private archives that hold copies of these books, but it was not my intention to identify all extant copies of a given method. The contents of the method books are indicated in the following manner: “6 pp. (1 T, 5 M)” indicates that the tutor has 6 pages, 1 page of text and 5 pages music. It is often only an approximate description, as some authors mix text and music freely; blank or nearly blank pages are also counted. (“Text” pages sometimes cover such basic matters as the rudiments of music.) If a particular portion of the work is devoted to the use of stopping an appropriate indication is made; some method books contain only general instructions for the use of hand-stopping, with no specific section devoted to this technique.

Tutors with instructions for hand-stopping can be classified in three groups:

1. Methods for natural trumpet that include hand-stopping:
   a) only to correct the pitch of natural notes that are out-of-tune, the 11th and 13th partial (Tutor by Cam), or
   b) also to lower the pitch a half-step (Tutor by Buhl), and
   c) to lower the pitch additionally by a whole-step (method books for Posttrompete and tutors by Gobert and Kling).
2. Natural cornet methods that use stopping to lower the pitch a half-and also a whole-step (tutors by Cam and Kresser).
3. Methods for valve trumpet and valve cornet that use stopping technique to produce notes not possible with two-valve-instruments (tutor by Lechner), or that use stopping instead of valves (tutors by Dufrene and Lagonaere). The reason for this practice is not clear, but may be due to problems with the valves.
There is also one tutor for trumpet, that by Fröhlich, that rejects the practice of stopping on the trumpet. It should be noted that Dufrène, Lagoanere, and Lechner write for the trumpet in high notation like the cornet (first partial = c), as in modern practice. In all other known 19th-century trumpet tutors, music for this instrument is written in low notation (first partial = C).

The following list is arranged alphabetically according to the last name of the author, but beginning the anonymous works.


Trompeten-Schule / für die / Königl. Sächsischen Postillione / nebst / einer Musikbeilage, Beispiele, die Signale und 12 zwei-/ und dreistimmige leichte Tonstücke enthaltend. [Trumpet method for the Royal Saxon posthorn players with a music supplement, containing examples, calls and 12 easy two-and three-part pieces.] Leipzig, 1828. Location: Regensburg, Private Archives Dipl.-Ing. Albert Hiller-SAANonym 142. 24 pp. (16 T, 8 M). These anonymous method books are very similar. All are written for the so-called Posttrompe; the same is true for the tutor published in Hanover, which refers to a Posthorn. These tutors contain short instructions for hand-stopping:

The “non-clean” tones can be produced in an artificial way with hand-stopping by inserting the fingers of the left hand joined together into the bell; this lowers the pitch. By hand-stopping the note c it results in b♭, [hand-stopping] g [results] in f, etc. The clear production of these tones, which always sound weaker, needs much practice.”
There are no exercises for hand-stopping; only three pieces of the “Unterhaltungs-Stücke” use this technique to produce b’.


Buhl’s method book is the most important one for trumpet in the 19th century in France apart from Dauverné’s *Méthode pour la Trompette* (Paris, 1857). This tutor contains interesting information concerning mouthpieces, military calls, tonguing techniques, and trumpet ensemble.

Buhl’s method describes hand-stopping more accurately than other tutors. He states that the straight construction of the bell makes it hard to insert the hand for stopping. Buhl also mentions that this technique is almost unknown with the trumpet. Regarding stopped notes, he writes:

…the timbre of the hand-stopped notes is not the same as the open notes; the composer should avoid them [the stopped notes] if it is important to hear the brilliant character of the trumpet sound; hand-stopping can be used with advantage within a phrase of a convenient “song” with the instrument.”

The third part of the tutor, containing fifteen pages, is designated for the stopped trumpet. Buhl states that it is necessary to make stopped notes and open notes as equal in volume as possible. He uses this technique to correct the intonation of f” and to produce semitones below the natural notes. Buhl gives instructions for hand-stopping, whether a trumpet player has to put his hand entirely (b, d♭’, b’, c♯’, d♯”, f ’”), or two thirds (f ”, f ”′, f ”′′), or half-way into the bell (a’).

Buhl includes fifteen exercises and four quartets that require hand-stopping. As stated before, these pieces are not in “heroic” style, using the “brilliant character” of the instrument, but in a song-like manner as the following example shows:
CAM. MÉTHODE / de Trompette d’harmonie, / Trompette à Clefs / dans tous les Tons, et de Cornet. / contenant: les Gammes, Exercices, Etudes et Duos pour ces Instrumens. / Dédiée à son Ami / Appian / et Composée / PAR CAM. [Method for invention trumpet, for the keyed bugle, in all tunings, and for cornet, containing scales, studies and duets for these instruments. Dedicated to his friend Appian and composed by Cam.] Paris and Lyon: Arnaud, ca. 1825. Location: Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale-Vm.8.L.84. 29 pp. (3 T, 26 M); for natural trumpet including hand-stopping instructions: 12 pp. (1T, 11 M); for the natural cornet using stopped notes: 1 p. (1 M).

Cam uses hand-stopping on the natural trumpet only to correct the pitch of the out-of-tune natural notes f'' and a''. In this tutor there is also a single page for natural cornet (tuned in B♭ as today’s cornet and also in B, A, Ab, and G) using stopped notes. The “fingering chart” applies hand-stopping to lower partials between g and c” (low notation) a half-step as well as a whole-step. Four exercises for hand-stopping are included. This is the first known method for cornet.


This tutor shows not only a standard cornet but also a so-called cornet courbe ou Cor aigu [“Curved” cornet or high horn] with two valves:
This kind of “valve-stopped cornet-trumpet” is one of the curiosities of brass history in the first half of the 19th century. In addition to Dufrène, a well known soloist in Paris, the authors Lagoanere and Lechner used similar techniques in their tutors, which are discussed below. Dufrène seems not to have included any exercises for the “valve-stopped cornet-trumpet” in his method book: the music contains numbers for valves, but no indications for hand-stopping.

This is a general instruction book; there are no etudes, though there is a supplement with music examples. Fröhlich is the only author of a trumpet tutor in the first half of the 19th century who rejects hand-stopping on the trumpet. In his opinion the trumpeter should only play the natural notes.

GOBERT, A.[?]. MÉTHODE / de Trompette d’ordonnance Trompette a Clefs, / alto orphicléide [sic] et orphicléide basse. / Dédieé et Présentée / a Son Excellence Monseigneur / Le Marquis de Clermont Tonnerre / Ministre de la Guerre / par son très humble et très obéis-sant Serviteur / A. GOBERT / Chevalier de la légion d’honneur Trompette major au 1\textsuperscript{er}. régim\textsuperscript{e}. de Cuirassiers / de la Garde Royale / a Paris. [Method for duty trumpet, keyed bugle,\textsuperscript{13} alto ophicleide and bass ophicleide. Dedicated and presented to His Excellency Monseigneur the Marquis of Clermont Tonnerre, Minister of War, by his very humble and very obedient servant A. Gobert, Knight of the Legion of Honor, Trumpet Major of the First Regiment of the Cuirassiers of The Royal Guard in Paris.] Paris: Halary, ca. 1823. Location: Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris-Vm\textsuperscript{8}.L.97. 131 pp. (8 T, 123 M); section for trumpet with hand-stopping: 10 pp. (1 T, 9 M)

The third part of Gobert’s method book deals with hand-stopping, for which the author gives a brief instruction: “The trumpet is stopped with two or three fingers in the bell; this depends on the size of the hand.”\textsuperscript{14} Gobert’s “fingering chart” shows a fully chromatic scale between g’ and g”. He uses hand-stopping to lower natural notes by both a semitone and a whole tone.
This is the earliest known trumpet tutor in the 19th century that contains information on hand-stopping. It includes fifty-six exercises demonstrating this technique.


This method book is designated for natural trumpet, natural horn, and posthorn. Kling discusses hand-stopping as a common means for lowering natural tones a half-step or a whole step on horn and trumpet, but there are no special exercises nor any special instructions for hand-stopping on the trumpet.

Kresser’s tutor contains a large section for natural trumpet and a smaller one for the so-called petit cornet [little cornet], also a natural instrument. The last three pages of this section is devoted to hand-stopping with the cornet, in a manner similar to that of Cam, mentioned above. The author states that “this instrument uses hand-stopping with three fingers, because the bell is too small for the entire hand.” The cornet is tuned in C with crooks for B, B♭, A, A♭, and G; the music is written in low notation. Kresser uses “half-stopping” to produce f, b, d, a’, and “whole-stopping” for a, d’, f’, b’. The author also includes fourteen short exercises and “Six petits morceaux pour le cornet bouché” [six little pieces for the hand-stopped cornet], which are rather difficult:

![Six petits morceaux pour le cornet bouché](image)

Kresser, Méthode Complète Pour La Trompette D’Harmonie, p. 72.


Lagoanere’s method book is written for cornet and trumpet (using high notation) with valves. The illustration shows two Stoelzel valves. The tutor also contains a “fingering chart” similar to that of Dufrène (see above) that indicates the use of hand-stopping instead of and in addition to the valves as well. There are some mistakes and impossibilities in the fingering chart. No special exercises for this technique are provided.

Similar to Lagoanere (see above), this tutor is written for cornet and for trumpet (high notation) with two Stoelzel valves. Lechner uses hand-stopping only to play d’, by lowering e’ a whole tone in combination with the two valves: “d’ is produced with hand-stopping the bell.”17 This note is otherwise impossible on an instrument with two valves. The author includes three exercises demonstrating this technique.

Appendix

This article concludes with an interesting “instruction” for hand-stopping on the trumpet, published not in a tutor but in the periodical Harmonicon. Karl Bagans (in some sources, “Bargans”), first trumpeter to the King of Prussia and a renowned German virtuoso of the hand-stopped trumpet in the 1830s, published an article entitled “On the Trumpet, as at Present Employed in the Orchestra, With an retrospective View of the Earlier Methods of using it.”18 The article contains the following “fingering chart”:
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Karl Bagans, “On the Trumpet,” p. 23. He adds the following instruction: “In the foregoing scale we indicate the natural tones with the sign 0; the stopped [notes] by the sign ∪; and among the latter we mark several to which the sign x is added; these can be produced purely and readily only with great difficulty, and must not therefore be attempted at once, but introduced gradually: that is to say, a natural tone should precede any note marked ∪(pp. 23-24).”

Bagans prefers hand-stopping in spite of the existence of trumpets with keys and valves. His method includes two difficult musical examples using hand-stopping, which “a good trumpeter should be able to blow, and the composer should have no cause to fear the correct execution of such passages”:19
NOTES


2 This was a part of the author’s dissertation, “Ein Überblick über die Trompeten- und Kornett in Frankreich, England, Italien, Deutschland und Österreich von ca. 1800 bis ca. 1880” [A Survey of Method Books for Trumpet and Cornet in France, England, Italy, Germany and Austria between ca. 1800 and ca. 1880] (PhD diss., University of Vienna, 1989). It was not possible to locate any method book for trumpet or cornet using stopped notes printed in England, Italy, or Austria.

3 François Georges Auguste Dauverné reports in his early valve trumpet tutor that the movement of the valves needs more time than the keys of a keyed trumpet (Méthode de Trompette

4 Hand-stopping on the trumpet was rejected because of its sonority.

5 The author is very grateful to Mr. Albert Hiller of Regensburg for this notice and for his photocopies of tutors for the so-called Posttrompete.

6 For general information about the Posttrompete, duty calls, music, and illustrations of this instrument see Albert Hiller, Das große Buch vom Posthorn.

7 “Die nicht reinen Töne können auf künstliche Weise und zwar zunächst durch das Stopfen dergestalt hervorgebracht werden, daß man die zusammengefügten Finger der linken Hand in die Stürze steckt, wodurch ein tieferer Ton bewirkt wird. So erhält man den Ton h, wenn man c stopft, f, indem man g stopft, u. s. w. Die möglichst reine Angabe dieser künstlich hervorringsenden Töne, die übrigens stets schwächer klingen, erfordert viel Übung” (Anweisung zum Trompetblasen für die Königl. Preußischen Postillione … [1833], p. 11); similar in other methods for Posttrompete.


9 “… la nature du son de ces notes bouchées n’étant pas aussi timbrées que celles ouvertes, les compositeurs éviteront de les employer, dans les effects où il est essentiel d’entendre le caractère brillant du son de la Trompette; on pourrait employer avantageusement les notes bouchées dans une phrase de chant convenable à l’instrument” (p. 11).

10 The term trompette à clef was also used in France for the keyed bugle. Cf. Ralph Thomas Dudgeon, The Keyed Bugle (Metuchen & London, 1993), p. 6. Dudgeon also describes the part for keyed bugle in this tutor (ibid., p. 128-129).

11 Cornet soloist at the concerts of Musard at the Champs-Elysées, composer of virtuoso pieces for his instrument and music publisher in Paris during the 1830s.


13 Concerning the term trompette à clef; see note 11.

14 “La trompette ce bouche avec 2 ou 3 doigts dans le pavillon, cela dépend de la grosseur de la main” (p. 34).

15 “Cet instrument se bouche avec trois doigts parceque le pavillon ne pourrait contenir toute la main” (p. 71).


17 “Le Ré se fait en bouchant le pavillon” (p. 8).

18 Harmonicon 1830 [London: Samuel Leigh]: 23-25. This article is a translation from German.